You Should Know Your Bank - But You Can Certainly Cut Down On Your Visits

EFT Network knows that you need to work as efficiently as possible, and running out to the bank to make deposits just isn't a productive use of time. That's why we recommend Check21PLUS ARC to deposit checks without leaving your desk. It's convenient, secure and efficient. EFT Network's Check21PLUS ARC is designed for businesses who receive checks through the mail, message or drop-box environment. Scan and deposit checks electronically from your business place directly to your business bank account.

Save unnecessary trips to the bank and increase the speed and accuracy of accounts receivable processing. No deposit slips; no courier service for daily deposits. You can even consolidate your banking business with one bank. If you have offices in various locations, Check21PLUS ARC can transmit checks to one centralized bank rather than driving checks to local banks each day and paying for each local bank to transfer funds.

It's simple. Access your check images and payment status around the clock. All you need is a personal computer with internet access, and a scanner. Place the checks through the scanner and watch each paper check convert into an electronic image, resulting in an electronic deposit into your bank account.

Key Features

- 24/7 Access to your payment status around the clock
- Highly Flexible to support any check payment type and volume
- CAR/LAR improves speed and accuracy in the capture process, resulting in major savings in data entry/processing time, and error reduction
- Data Security all data transmission is performed via a secure web-based system

Benefits

- All you need is a personal computer with internet access and a scanner
- Reduce trips to the bank
- Reduce Cost by consolidating your banking business with one bank
- Collect Cash Quicker Deposit your checks as soon as you receive them
- Upload detailed paid data files into your existing accounts receivable system

EFT Network presently supports the following scanners.

- **HighVolume Digital Check TS350**
  - Accepts 100 checks at a time
  - Easily scans between 3,000 to 5,000 checks per day, including data entry
  - Images both sides of checks in one pass

- **HighVolume Digital Check TS315**
  - Single-feed check scanner for small volumes
  - Scans 30 checks per minute
  - Ergonomic design with reliable, quiet single-pass transport

- **Mid Volume Digital Check TS230/65**
  - Appropriate for customers who need to process between 10-500 checks per day.
  - Accepts 25 checks at a time
  - Processes 65 checks per minute, + or - 500 per day
  - Images both sides of checks in one pass

- **Low Volume MagTek Imager**
  - Accepts 1 check at a time
  - Processes 10 checks per day
  - Images both sides of checks in two passes